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ITER COLLABORATION

Cost questions. The ITER project under construction in France.

Cost of U.S. Share of ITER Still Uncertain,
Federal Auditors Stress
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For backers of the troubled international fusion experiment, ITER, under construction in
Cadarache, France, a new audit of the United States' part of the project brings more
troubling news. Two months ago, officials with the Department of Energy (DOE) raised
eyebrows when they reported that the United States' contribution to ITER—9% of the
parts and hardware—would cost $3.915 billion
(http://news.sciencemag.org/funding/2014/04/cost-skyrockets-united-states-shareiter-fusion-project) , up from estimates of $2.2 billion in 2008 and $1.122 billion in
2005, when the original ITER agreement was finalized. Now, a report released by the
Government Accountability Office (http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-14-499) (GAO)
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on 5 June finds that even that figure is not reliable.
Although the DOE estimate has some strengths, it and the accompanying U.S. ITER
schedule do not provide a credible plan or "performance baseline" for executing the
U.S. construction effort, GAO finds. In part, that's because they rely upon an unrealistic
schedule for ITER as a whole. "Without a reliable international project schedule, DOE
neither can propose a final, stable funding plan for the U.S. ITER project, nor can it
reasonably assure Congress that the project's cost will not continue to grow and the
schedule will not continue to slip," the report says.
And slip the schedule has. In 2005, ITER was expected to start the key runs with heavy
isotopes of hydrogen in 2013. DOE now estimates that won't happen until 2033.
The report comes in response to Congress’s concern about U.S. ITER's lack of a
baseline, which is necessary for construction of any large DOE facility or capital asset.
Officials in DOE's fusion energy sciences program had been promising one for years.
But in March 2013, DOE officials suggested that construction of the items that the
United States is building for ITER could proceed before the baseline was final because
the U.S. ITER project was not technically a capital asset, but rather equipment for an
international project. That unorthodox claim, made in the White House's proposed
budget for fiscal year 2014, which began this past October, led Dianne Feinstein (D–
CA) and Lamar Alexander (R–TN), the chair and ranking member of the Senate
Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development, respectively, and
other senators to ask for the GAO investigation
(http://news.sciencemag.org/2013/05/senators-request-investigation-internationalfusion-experiment) .
The lack of a baseline is no mere formality, says Dale Meade, a physicist retired from
DOE's Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) in New Jersey. "That's the key to
everything" in a big project, he says. "Frankly, the fusion community was as upset
about this as the Senate was." The ITER cost schedule is critical for the rest of DOE's
fusion research effort, as the U.S. ITER contribution has eaten up a larger and larger
fraction of the total fusion budget. For example, this year, the U.S. ITER contribution of
$200 million takes up nearly 40% of the $505 million fusion energy sciences budget.
On the bright side, the GAO report suggests that an internal DOE review was probably
too pessimistic when it estimated that U.S. ITER could cost as much as $6.5 billion.
And the report makes several recommendations that suggest the problems with U.S.
ITER might be fairly easily solved. It recommends the United States pressure the
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international ITER organization to address various management problems, baseline its
effort as soon as there is a realistic schedule for the entire project, and develop a
strategic plan for U.S. fusion in general.
Some of those measures are already being taken, according to a letter to GAO from
Patricia Dehmer, acting director of DOE's Office of Science. Dehmer agrees to all
recommendations and notes that DOE has already begun pushing for management
reforms (http://news.sciencemag.org/people-events/2014/02/updated-new-reviewslams-fusion-projects-management) . The GAO report itself notes the ITER organization
may have a schedule by next June. And Dehmer says DOE has already asked its
Fusion Energy Sciences Advisory Committee (FESAC) to help develop a strategic plan.
However, some researchers doubt the problems can be fixed so simply. For example,
in DOE's charge to FESAC
(http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2014/April/FESAC_Strategic_Plan_charge_201404-08_signed.pdf) , Dehmer asks researchers only to prioritize domestic efforts and not
to consider how to balance work on ITER and projects at home. That balance is “the
biggest issue and for it to be off the table I think is just wrong," says Martin Greenwald,
a physicist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge. Meade, who
served on FESAC until last year, notes that, given the limits on the ITER organization's
authority, the coming schedule may not be any more reliable than the current one. If
not, then U.S. researchers may find themselves in a state of perpetual flux, Meade
says: "There's a great danger that we'll be constantly in the pickle."
*Correction, 10 June, 5:02 p.m.: The story has been corrected to clarify Dale
Meade's institutional affiliation.
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I really don't understand how the timeline slipped from 2013 to 2033. That is just crazy and is
reason enough to give up on this endeavor. It sounds like to me that many of the assumptions
turned out to not be true. To me this is also a black eye to the US physicists involved that they were
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turned out to not be true. To me this is also a black eye to the US physicists involved that they were
not able to determine this.
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Dear Wayne,
The GAO report offers some insight into this. In footnote 31 it states, "DOE officials told us
that ITER's design was less developed than the United States understood it to be when the
ITER agreement was signed in 2006. A that time, the United States understood that ITER's
design was about 80 to 90 percent complete. However, DOE officials said it was later
determined that ITER's design was only about 40 percent complete and that extensive
changes would be needed to the design." So the delay stems in part from the fact that the
project was effectively still in the design phase and not really ready for construction. Of
course, as you say, some researchers argue that the U.S. should have verified the status of
the design before entering the agreement.
Sincerely,
Adrian
1
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Bleeding edge first-time-ever science and technology is not predictable. There is no law of
science that requires Mother Nature to be cooperative.
Remember, everyone thought the fusion problem would be solved in the 1960s!
Nixon's 1970s war on cancer was supposed to find "a cure" in 10 or 20 years.
Reagan's "Star Wars" missile shield still does not work. Many tests are failures.
Artificial intelligence research results are decades behind its original vision.
"Reusable spaceships"? The Space Shuttle was a white-elephant top dollar bust.
Even in general medicine we're still cutting and sewing people like garments, removing our
problems or treating the symptoms rather than fixing the root causes.
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Some physics concerning fusion-focussed tokamaks:
1) tritium and helium modify optics of ion cyclotron waves (a kind of radiofrequency
waves, utilised in plasma heating)
2) too large the amplitude of edge-localised modes (ELMs), and plasma cools down;
too low amplitude, and helium dilutes nuclear fuel. Break-even (not to mention
ignition) is likely to erquire fine ELM tuning
3) the transit frequency of passing alphas particles is approximately equal to the
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3) the transit frequency of passing alphas particles is approximately equal to the
frequency of lower hybrid frequency (another kind of RF waves, utilised in the profile
control of toroidal current density across the plasma in order to optimise
confinement); parasitic, resonant absorption seems therefore possible
4) the hotter the plasma electrons, the faster the evaporation of deutrum-tritium
frozen pellets (in this case, fuel is rather provided with the help of fast valves, thus
flattening the particle density profile and worsening particle confinement at large fuel
density)
5) most simulations just rely on oversimplified treatment of impurities at large atomic
see more
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